Introduction
============

Neurons in the primary auditory cortex (A1) exhibit pronounced non-linearities in their responses to both simple and complex stimuli. For example, A1 neurons display strong phasic components in responses to many sounds, both in anesthetized (Calford and Semple, [@B10]; DeWeese et al., [@B19]; Phillips and Sark, [@B41]) and in awake (Bendor and Wang, [@B6]; Chimoto et al., [@B12]; DeWeese and Zador, [@B17]) animals; locking to the amplitude envelope of slowly fluctuating noise can be suppressed by sub-threshold pure tones (hypersensitive locking suppression, Las et al., [@B32]; Nelken et al., [@B40]); and spectrotemporal receptive fields of A1 neurons poorly predict their responses to natural stimuli (Bar-Yosef et al., [@B5]; Machens et al., [@B35]). Machens et al. ([@B35]) have demonstrated that simple non-linear neural mechanisms, such as adaptation to mean sound intensity, rectification, or saturation, are not sufficient to explain their findings. Furthermore, Wehr and Zador ([@B57]) have found that synaptic inhibition, which only lasts for up to 100 ms, is insufficient to fully explain the suppression of responsiveness of A1 neurons that can persist for hundreds of milliseconds following the presentation of a sound (Brosch and Schreiner, [@B9]; Creutzfeldt et al., [@B14]; Eggermont, [@B20]). They conclude that other intracortical mechanisms, such as short--term synaptic depression (Thomson and Deuchars, [@B49]), must be involved (see also Elhilali et al., [@B22]; Fishbach et al., [@B23]; Las et al., [@B32]).

Existing models of the auditory cortex that consider synaptic depression are feed-forward, focusing on the contribution of the depression of the thalamo-cortical synaptic connections to the output of single A1 neurons (Denham, [@B16]; Elhilali et al., [@B22]; Schiff and Reyes, [@B45]). These models, therefore, cannot account for the contribution of the intracortical circuitry to the responses of A1 neurons. In fact, A1 neurons are organized in synaptically interconnected ensembles (Atzori et al., [@B4]), and the connections between pyramidal neurons exhibit short-term synaptic depression (Atzori et al., [@B4]; Berger and Markram, unpublished data).

We recently studied the effects of synaptic depression on the dynamics of a recurrent neural network model of a cortical column (Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]; Tsodyks et al., [@B52]). We found that the network can generate sharp transient synchronization of its neurons\' activity, which we termed Population Spike (PS; note that we use the term PS for synchronous firing of large neuronal populations, and not transient field-potential responses that originate from such firing, as commonly used in the hippocampus literature (Andersen et al., [@B3])). The synchronous firing results from the recruitment of the network via the excitatory recurrent connections, which rapidly terminates due to the synaptic depression. When the recurrent connections are strong, the network exhibits a rhythmic activity characterized by a periodic train of spontaneous *PS*s. With weaker connections, we found that *PS*s can be induced by external inputs, with response features that resemble the responses of A1 neurons to similar auditory stimuli. For example, the network\'s response to a sustained excitatory input combines a single onset *PS*, if the input is stronger than a threshold, with a subsequent increase in the asynchronous activity of the network. Above threshold, the input amplitude is encoded by the latency of the *PS* response, with shorter latencies at higher input amplitudes (Heil, [@B26]; Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]). This temporal pattern matches the responses of A1 neurons to tonic stimulation, characterized by a temporally locked onset response followed by a sustained increase in the firing rate (Nelken et al., [@B40]; Ulanovsky et al., [@B53]). In addition, the ability of the network to follow a periodic input with a *PS* response decreases as the input frequency increases, in agreement with experimental observations (Kilgard and Merzenich, [@B31]; Lu et al., [@B34]).

These findings led us to hypothesize that the temporally locked spiking activity of A1 neurons in response to auditory stimuli reflects the near coincident activity of ensembles of neurons with similar best frequency (BF); and that this temporal coherence emerges from intrinsic properties of the intracortical circuitry, i.e. the expression of short-term depression at recurrent excitatory connections. Hence, the observed similarity in the response features of A1 neurons from the same cortical column (Chen and Jen, [@B11]; Dear et al., [@B15]; Kilgard and Merzenich, [@B31]; Shamma et al., [@B47]; Wallace et al., [@B54]) is predicted to follow from their participation within the same ensemble. We further hypothesize that *PS*s activity is an essential component of the neural processing in A1 (see e.g. Eggermont and Smith, [@B21]). Specifically, we propose that in response to auditory stimuli, *PS*s propagate via lateral connections along A1, mediating reliable signal transmission between distinct cortical sites with high speed and temporal precision. Recent experimental observations support the presence of *PS*s in the auditory cortex. In particular, intracellular recordings show that A1 neurons receive brief, highly synchronized synaptic inputs, which could be the correlate of *PS*s (Bendor and Wang, [@B6]; DeWeese and Zador, [@B18]; Las et al., [@B32]).

In order to explore our hypothesis, we constructed a model of A1 in which our network with short-term synaptic depression is considered as an iso-frequency column, and several such columns are connected along the axis representing the tonotopic gradient in A1 (Merzenich et al., [@B36]; Zhang et al., [@B59]). The resulting model supports the propagation of *PS*s along the tonotopic gradient and reproduces a wide range of experimental results. The model makes specific predictions concerning dynamic changes in response thresholds as a function of frequency, on the role of spontaneous activity in auditory cortex, and on the pattern of the thalamo-cortical connections into A1.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Modeling a single column
------------------------

A functional iso-frequency column was simulated by a fully connected recurrent network of *N*~*E*~ excitatory and *N*~*I*~ inhibitory neurons. Their dynamics was based on the rate model of Wilson and Cowan ([@B58]), in which a neuron is represented by a firing rate variable, as described by the following equations: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\tau_{E}\frac{\text{d}E_{i}}{\text{d}t} = - E_{i} + (1 - \tau_{\text{ref}}^{E}E_{i})\left\lbrack {\frac{J_{EE}^{0}}{N_{E}}{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{E}}{Ux_{j}E_{j}} + \frac{J_{EI}^{0}}{N_{I}}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{I}}{Uy_{j}I_{j} +}e_{i}^{E} + s_{i}}} \right\rbrack^{+}} \\
{\tau_{I}\frac{\text{d}I_{l}}{\text{d}t} = - I_{l} + (1 - \tau_{\text{ref}}^{I}I_{l})\left\lbrack {\frac{J_{IE}^{0}}{N_{E}}{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{E}}E_{j} + \frac{J_{II}^{0}}{N_{I}}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{I}}{I_{j} +}e_{l}^{I}}} \right\rbrack^{+}} \\
\end{array}$$

The *E*~i~ (*l~i~*) are the excitatory (inhibitory) rate variables, where *i* (*l* ) is a running index from 1 to *N*~*E*~ (*N~i~*); *τ~E~* (*τ~I~*) is the corresponding time constant; and $\tau_{\text{ref}}^{E}$ ($\tau_{\text{ref}}^{I}$) determine the neurons\' refractory period. The total synaptic input received by a neuron was a sum of contributions from local excitatory and inhibitory neurons (with synaptic efficacies $J_{EE}^{0}$ for excitatory to excitatory connections, and correspondingly for other connections, see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A), from background synaptic inputs, $e_{i}^{E}$ ($e_{l}^{I}$), representing the effects of projections from other brain areas, and from sensory inputs arriving from the medial geniculate body to excitatory neurons, *s*~i~ (its detailed description is presented in the following section). For simplicity, sensory inputs were not introduced to inhibitory neurons. We checked that the addition of such inputs did not alter the behaviour of the model. Intracortical connections targeting the excitatory population exhibited activity-dependent synaptic depression, which was described by factors *x* and *y* that were computed from Equation [(2)](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"} below. The values of the background inputs $e_{i}^{E}$ ($e_{l}^{I}$) were drawn from a uniform distribution, and neurons were labelled such that higher labels corresponded to higher inputs (i.e. $e_{1}^{E} < e_{2}^{E} < e_{3}^{E}$ and so forth). For simplicity, we chose threshold-linear form of the neuronal gain function, ${\lbrack z\rbrack}^{+} = \max(z,0)$. With this choice of the gain, the units of *e* and *s*~i~(*t*) were in Hz, and synaptic efficacies ($J_{EE}^{0}$, etc.) were without units.

![**A schematic illustration of the model architecture**. (***A***) Each column of the network is composed of interconnected excitatory and inhibitory pools of neurons. The width of the arrows represents the relative strength of a connection. (***B***) The cortical tonotopic axis. Inter-columnar connections originate from neurons of the excitatory pool of a column and target the neurons of its two nearest neighbour columns.](fnins-01-197-g001){#F1}

The dynamics of the factors that governed the activity-dependent synaptic depression was described by the following equations (Abbott et al., [@B1]; Tsodyks and Markram, [@B51]): $$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\text{d}x_{i}}{\text{d}t} = \frac{1 - x_{i}}{\tau_{\text{rec}}} - Ux_{i}E_{i}} \\
{\frac{\text{d}y_{l}}{\text{d}t} = \frac{1 - y_{l}}{\tau_{\text{rec}}} - Uy_{l}I_{l}} \\
\end{array}$$

In short, the model assumes that a given synaptic connection has a finite amount of resources for synaptic transmission. At any time, a fraction *x* (*y*) of the maximal amount of resources is available, of which only a portion, determined by the parameter *U*, is utilized in response to an action potential, reducing the fraction of available resources by *Ux* (*Uy*). The utilized resources recovered with a single time constant, *τ*~rec~. We did not introduce synaptic facilitation in the connections targeting inhibitory neurons, since we know from the previous studies that it does not significantly affect the occurrence of the *PS*s in the network (Tsodyks et al., [@B52]).

In simulations, the following values of the parameters were used unless specified otherwise: $$\begin{array}{l}
{N_{E},N_{I} = 100,\quad\tau_{E},\tau_{I} = 10^{- 3}\,\text{second},\quad\tau_{\text{ref}}^{E},\tau_{\text{ref}}^{I} = 3 \times 10^{- 3}\,\text{second},} \\
{\tau_{\text{rec}} = 0.8\,\text{second},\quad U = 0.5,\quad J_{EE}^{0} = 6,\quad J_{EI}^{0} = - 4,\quad J_{IE}^{0} = 0.5,} \\
{J_{II}^{0} = - 0.5,\quad e_{1}^{E},e_{1}^{I} = - 10\,\text{Hz},\quad e_{N_{E}}^{E},e_{N_{I}}^{I} = 10\,\text{Hz}.} \\
\end{array}$$

The values of *τ*~rec~ and *U* were based on experimental data from measurements at the somatosensory cortex (Tsodyks and Markram, [@B51]), and were supported by preliminary measurements from the primary auditory cortex (Berger and Markram, unpublished data). The values of $e_{1}^{E},e_{1}^{I},e_{N}^{E}$ and $e_{N}^{I}$ were selected so that the mean spontaneous activity was several Hz (Abeles, [@B2]); and the values of *τ*~E~ and *τ*~I~ approximate synaptic conductance\'s dynamics, following the work of Treves ([@B50]). The values of the synaptic efficacies were set according to the results of (Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]). Specifically, in Loebel and Tsodyks ([@B33]) we have shown that *PS*s appear spontaneously if the recurrent excitatory connections strength is above a certain critical value that depends on the parameters of the model. In this study, we chose the connection strength $J_{EE}^{0}$ below this critical value, such that *PS*s can only appear in response to external inputs. The values of $J_{EI}^{0},J_{IE}^{0}$ and $J_{II}^{0}$ were selected in order to achieve an approximate balance of excitation and inhibition.

Finally, we have previously shown that the qualitative features of the network dynamics do not depend on the precise values of the parameters. We have also shown that our results, obtained with rate equations, were similar when we used more realistic, integrate and fire spiking neuron model (Tsodyks et al., [@B52]; Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]).

Modeling A1
-----------

*P* columns were labelled from 1 to *P*, with each label representing a columns placing along the tonotopic map of A1 with increasing auditory frequencies (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) (Merzenich et al., [@B36]; Zhang et al., [@B59]). An excitatory neuron within column *Q* has synaptic connections to all of the excitatory (inhibitory) neurons of columns *Q* ± 1 and *Q* ± 2 with efficacies of connections $J_{EE}^{1}$ ($J_{IE}^{1}$) and $J_{EE}^{2}$ ($J_{IE}^{2}$), respectively. As within a column, synapses targeting excitatory neurons were modelled with activity-dependent synaptic depression (with the same values for *τ*~rec~ and *U*), and synapses targeting inhibitory neurons were modelled without the effects of short-term plasticity. With the addition of the intercolumnar connections, the complete system of equations that describe the dynamics of the rate variables has the following form (superscripts denote columns labelling along the map): $$\begin{array}{l}
{\tau_{E}\frac{\text{d}E_{i}^{Q}}{\text{d}t} = - E_{i}^{Q} + (1 - \tau_{ref}^{E}E_{i}^{Q})\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{R = - 2}^{2}{\frac{J_{EE}^{|R|}}{N_{E}}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{E}}{Ux_{j}^{Q + R}E_{j}^{Q + R}}} + \frac{J_{EI}}{N_{I}}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{I}}{Uy_{j}^{Q}I_{j}^{Q} +}e_{i}^{E,Q} + \sum\limits_{M = 1}^{P}s_{i}^{Q,M}} \right\rbrack^{+}} \\
{\tau_{I}\frac{\text{d}I_{l}^{Q}}{\text{d}t} = - I_{l}^{Q} + (1 - \tau_{\text{ref}}^{I}I_{l}^{Q})\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{R = - 2}^{2}{\frac{J_{IE}^{|R|}}{N_{E}}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{E}}E_{j}^{Q + R}} + \frac{J_{II}}{N_{I}}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{I}}{I_{j} +}e_{l}^{I,Q}} \right\rbrack^{+}} \\
\end{array}$$ The complementary equations for the time evolution of the synaptic depression factors ($x_{i}^{Q},y_{l}^{Q}$) are as in Equation [(2)](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, with the addition of the superscripts where appropriate.

The sensory inputs to the cortex were represented by a sum of iso-frequency contributions, each a product of temporal and spatial components: $$s_{i}^{Q,M}(t) = \varsigma^{M}(t)h_{i}^{Q,M}$$ where $s_{i}^{Q,M}$ is the sensory input received by the *i*-th neuron of column *Q* when an input was presented with the frequency of column *M*; *ζ*^*M*^(*t*) represent its temporal envelope; and the spatial component, $h_{i}^{\text{Q},\text{M}}$, determined its amplitude as follows: $$h_{i}^{Q,M} = Ae^{- \frac{|Q - M|}{\lambda_{S}(A)}}$$ *A* is the peak magnitude of the input, at column *M*; and *λ*~S~(*A*) is a parameter that determines how localized is its effect over the cortical sheet. The dependency of *λ*~S~(*A*) on the amplitude *A* reflected the increase in the width of frequency tuning with increasing sound level throughout the auditory system (Hudspeth, [@B29]). For that purpose, the following relation was chosen: $$\lambda_{S}(A) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
\lambda_{C} & {A \leq \alpha} \\
{\lambda_{C} + \frac{(A - \alpha)}{\delta}} & {A > \alpha} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ where *δ* is the auxiliary parameter for determining the degree of localization of a sensory input at high sound levels. Choosing equal values of *δ* for *Q* \< *M* (*δ*~left~) and for *Q* \> *M* (*δ*~right~) resulted with a symmetric effect of a sensory input around column *M* (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B); while non-symmetric effects were simulated by using different values of *δ*~left~ and *δ*~right~. An example of the temporal and spatial envelopes of a sustained pure tone is illustrated in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (middle and lower panels, respectively).

![**Response of the model to a sustained pure tone input**. At time 0 a sensory input is presented with the best frequency of column 8 for 400 ms. The spatial spread of the input is shown at the bottom panel, where the ordinate represents the amplitudes given to the excitatory neurons at the appropriate columns. The mean activity of the excitatory neurons ($1/N_{E}\sum_{i = 1}^{N_{E}}{E_{i}(t)}$) in columns 6--10 is depicted at the top panel. In this example only column 8 received a supra PS-threshold sensory input. The PS response spread to columns 7 and 9 via the inter-columnar cortical connections.](fnins-01-197-g002){#F2}

In simulations, the following values of the parameters presented in this section were used, unless specified otherwise: $$\begin{array}{l}
{P = 15,\quad J_{EE}^{1} = 4.5 \times 10^{- 2},\quad J_{EE}^{2} = 1.5 \times 10^{- 2},} \\
{J_{IE}^{1} = 3.5 \times 10^{- 3},\quad J_{IE}^{2} = 1.5 \times 10^{- 3},\quad\lambda_{C} = 0.25,} \\
{\alpha = 2,\quad\delta_{\text{left}} = \delta_{\text{right}} = 5.} \\
\end{array}$$

In addition, only neurons that displayed non-zero spontaneous activity received sensory stimuli (neurons *i* = 41...100 for our choice of parameters). The reason for this arrangement is explained in Results (see Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}).

Results
=======

Basic properties of the model
-----------------------------

We consider an iso-frequency column as an interconnected network of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, with activity-dependent synaptic depression in the connections onto excitatory neurons. Several such columns are connected along an axis, analogous to the anterior--posterior axis of the tonotopic mapping of A1 (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Merzenich et al., [@B36]; Zhang et al., [@B59]). The excitatory neurons of each column project to other columns, with connection strength that is decreasing with the distance between the columns. Every neuron receives randomly distributed background input, resulting in the spontaneous population activity with distribution similar to that observed in A1 (Nelken, unpublished data). In addition, the excitatory neurons receive sensory inputs that represent thalamo-cortical activity induced by auditory stimuli. These inputs are computed as a product of a spatial component, which represents the extent of the thalamic input into A1, and a temporal component, which represents the temporal structure of the stimuli (see [Methods](#s1){ref-type="sec"} for more details).

An example of the temporal and spatial components of the sensory inputs is illustrated in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (middle and lower panels, respectively), together with a typical response of the model: at the steady state, the average activity of the neurons at each column is on the order of a few Hz, representing asynchronous spontaneous activity. When a sensory input that is strong enough is introduced, the corresponding column emits a single onset *PS* that may subsequently spread to neighboring columns. The extent of the spread of the *PS* signals along the cortical map was mainly determined by the sensory input and by the efficacies of the intercolumnar connections (e.g. $J_{EE}^{1}$). The connections were fixed at levels that enable *PS*s to propagate in a gradual manner from one column to another, such that the spread of the *PS* responses is increasing with the inputs amplitude (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For sustained inputs, after the termination of *PS* each column exhibited an increase in the asynchronous activity that was proportional to the input intensity as a function of stimulus frequency and amplitude.

![**Localization of PS induced activity**. (***A***) Colour map of the network activity, illustrating the spread of a PS for sensory inputs of increasing amplitude (panels I -- VII). Bottom graph shows spatial extent of stimuli with three different amplitudes, corresponding to panels II, IV and VI above.](fnins-01-197-g003){#F3}

We wanted to estimate the speed of propagation of *PS*s. To calibrate the cortical dimensions of our model, we used two rough estimates. In the rat, neurons have tuning widths at mid-levels that correspond to about 25% of the frequency range to which a rat is sensitive (Kilgard and Merzenich, [@B31]). As the whole extent of A1 in the rat is few mm, we estimate the cortical extent of the model to be about 1 mm. A similar value is reached for the A1 in the cat, where the tuning width at mid input amplitudes is on the order of one octave, which corresponds to about 1 mm as well (Moshitch et al., [@B37]). With the selected parameters of the model, *PS* propagation to the edge of the receptive field takes about 25 ms (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). Thus, the speed of propagation of the *PS* in the model is 40 mm/second, which is in the order of experimentally estimated speed of propagation of intracortical signals (Bringuier et al., [@B7]).

![**Temporal co-tuning of excitation and inhibition**. (***A***) The responses of the excitatory and inhibitory pools of neurons of one column to a weak and strong pure tone inputs are plotted (top and lower panels, respectively). The onset times of the PSs responses of the excitatory pool depend on the inputs\' amplitude, but the responses of the inhibitory pool are locked to the PS onset. (***B***) A summary of the latency to the PS response at the excitatory and inhibitory populations at column 8 as a function of tone amplitude, for different tone frequencies (the frequency of the tones is marked next to the curves). The inhibitory response follows the excitatory response for each tone amplitude with a 1ms delay.](fnins-01-197-g004){#F4}

It has been observed in A1 that the excitatory and inhibitory components of the synaptic conductance are co-tuned with a stereotypical temporal ordering (Las et al., [@B32]; Wehr and Zador, [@B56]; Zhang et al., [@B59]), such that the initial excitatory conductance is accurately followed by inhibition with a few milliseconds delay. For most A1 neurons the delay is independent of frequency and intensity of the auditory stimuli (Las et al., [@B32]; Wehr and Zador, [@B56]). Our model easily accounts for these observations, because *PS*s are triggered within the excitatory sub-population and subsequently recruit the inhibitory neurons of the same column. Hence, while the latency of a *PS* response depends on the amplitude and frequency of the sensory inputs, the relative timing between excitation and inhibition is determined by the intrinsic dynamics of the network and is therefore independent on the input (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Frequency tuning curves
-----------------------

FTC (FTC) are plots of thresholds to isolated pure tone stimuli as a function of tone frequency. Most neurons in A1 have FTCs with a stereotypic 'V' shape showing a single distinct BF (Schreiner et al., [@B46]; Ulanovsky et al., [@B53]). Similarly, FTCs in the model were calculated with pure-tone like inputs (of 50 ms duration) of various amplitudes and frequencies. The stimuli were presented when the network was at the steady-state spontaneous rate, so that the response to a stimulus was not affected by previous stimulus presentations. The minimum amplitude that induced a *PS* response at a certain column was determined as a function of the input frequency, resulting in a characteristic 'V'-shaped FTC (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A; here and below we use a middle column to illustrate the model behavior).

![**Frequency tuning curves (FTC)**. (***A***) FTC in networks with and without inter-columnar connections. (***B***) Asymmetric spatial spread of the sensory input, modelled by selecting different δ~left~ and δ~right~ (see [methods](#s1){ref-type="sec"}; Equation [(5)](#FD5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) result in asymmetric FTCs. δ~left~ = 5, with varying δ~right~. (***C***) Effects of recurrent inhibition modulation on the shape of FTC. (***D***) Effects of background input modulation on the shape of FTC.](fnins-01-197-g005){#F5}

While frequency selectivity in A1 is primarily inherited from its inputs (unlike the corresponding feature selectivity in other sensory areas, such as the primary visual cortex, Hubel and Wiesel, [@B28]), experimental findings indicate that at a given cortical site thalamo-cortical and intracortical pathways preferentially mediate responses to BF and non-BF stimuli (Kaur et al., [@B30]). Indeed, the bandwidth of the model FTC was determined both by the spatial spread of the sensory inputs and by the ability of *PS*s to propagate along the cortical map. This feature of the model can be demonstrated by modifying the efficacies of the lateral intercolumnar connections ($J_{EE}^{1}$ and $J_{EE}^{2}$). Weaker intercolumnar connections reduced the spread of the *PS*s to nearby columns, narrowing the FTC. With very weak intercolumnar connections, the *PS* responses of the model were induced mainly by the sensory input. On the other hand, changing the intercolumnar connection strengths had no impact on *PS* threshold and onset latency at the BF, since at that frequency it was always evoked by the sensory input (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, see Kaur et al., [@B30]).

FTCs are often asymmetric, with different slopes of their upper and lower edges. This feature is at least partially inherited from peripheral responses. However, cortical tuning curves may be substantially wider than peripheral tuning curves (Moshitch et al., [@B37]), and therefore central processes might play a role in determining the symmetry of the cortical FTCs. In the model, FTC symmetry could be manipulated by choosing the parameters of the sensory input that control its localization around the BF (see [Methods](#s1){ref-type="sec"}, Equation [6](#FD6){ref-type="disp-formula"}), while keeping all other parameters of the model fixed (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). Thus, asymmetry of the sensory input results in asymmetry of the cortical FTCs.

While the occurrence of the *PS*s in the model is due to the synaptic depression of the recurrent excitatory connections, the precise shape of the FTCs is also influenced by recurrent inhibition. In particular, reducing the level of recurrent inhibition ($J_{EI}^{0}$ and $J_{II}^{0}$) results in wider FTCs and lower response thresholds (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C). This is in agreement with experimental studies showing that microinjections of the GABA~*A*~ antagonist bicuculline lead to expansion of FTC of A1 neurons and to decreased thresholds in response to BF tones, in a columnar-specific manner (Chen and Jen, [@B11]; Wang et al., [@B55]). In addition, the *PS* responses were larger in amplitude for lower feedback inhibition (results not shown), in agreement with experimental findings of higher neural activity in response to sounds after bicuculline application (Chen and Jen, [@B11]; Wang et al., [@B55]).

Rapid and reversible modulation of network responses by the modulation of spontaneous activity
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Neurons in A1 exhibit various levels of spontaneous activity, which presumably reflect inputs from other cortical neurons of the same region and from distinct brain areas. A novel characteristic property of the model is the strong influence of spontaneous activity on the ensembles response. In particular, the *PS*s strongly depend on the strength of the connections between the neurons of the excitatory pool of a column. A neuron with high spontaneous activity would have weaker effective synaptic connections since its synapses would be in a depressed state. Hence, for two identical sets of absolute synaptic efficacies, different distributions of spontaneous activity across the excitatory pool of neurons of a column result in different states of its synaptic connections, and therefore different response properties to sensory stimuli.

For example, uniformly reducing the spontaneous activity by shifting the distribution of the background inputs toward more negative values ($\left. e_{i}^{E,Q}\rightarrow e_{i}^{E,Q} - \Delta e \right.$ and $\left. e_{l}^{I,Q}\rightarrow e_{l}^{I,Q} - \Delta e \right.$ for all *i,l* and *Q*, see Equation [(3)](#FD3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), leads to stronger effective connectivity between the neurons as the synapses are less depressed on average. As a result, the threshold for *PS* at best frequency is lower and it can propagate further, resulting in wider FTCs (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D). Once the background inputs are shifted back to their default values, so does the spontaneous activity of the network, and the FTCs returns to their original form with a time scale of *τ*~rec~ (data not shown). Thus, appropriately adjusting the spontaneous activity may represent a mechanism for rapid and reversible modulation of the responses of neuronal circuits.

Two-tone interactions: forward masking
--------------------------------------

Presenting pairs of tones in quick succession uncovers highly non-linear dynamical processes in A1. Commonly, the first stimulus (a masker) can suppress responses to subsequent stimuli for hundreds of milliseconds, resulting in *forward* masking (Brosch and Schreiner, [@B9]; Calford and Semple, [@B10]; Wehr and Zador, [@B57]). In a recent study, Wehr and Zador ([@B57]) used invivo whole cell recordings to measure the synaptic conductances evoked by pairs of brief identical sounds. Although suppressive effects lasted for hundreds of milliseconds, inhibitory conductances did not last longer than 50--100 ms, suggesting that synaptic inhibition is unlikely to play a role in forward suppression beyond the first 100 ms after a stimulus. Wehr and Zador ([@B57]) also found that thalamic auditory neurons have a significantly faster recovery from suppression than A1 neurons. Thus, forward masking seems to have a significant cortical component different from long-lasting inhibition. Other cellular mechanisms, such as post-discharge adaptation, have also been found inadequate for explaining forward masking (Calford and Semple, [@B10]).

In Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} we show forward masking in our model. It has similar features to those observed by Wehr and Zador ([@B57]). Both tone pips were identical, with amplitude that could elicit a *PS* response at the corresponding column when presented individually. However, when presented in succession, a response to the masker suppressed the response to the following tone pip for short enough inter-stimulus intervals. The suppression of the second stimulus results from the short term depression expressed at the synaptic connections between the excitatory neurons within a column: after the *PS* in response to the masker, these synaptic connections are depressed, hence the ability of the network to be recruited for a second *PS* is diminished (Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]; Tsodyks et al., [@B52]). This observation is further reflected in the gradual recovery from masking, which follows an exponential recovery process governed by the time constant of recovery from synaptic depression (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B). In addition, the gradual recovery of the neurons of the inhibitory pool was determined by the same process, resulting in an identical time course of recovery, as observed experimentally ((Wehr and Zador, [@B57]); results not shown).

![**Forward masking: dynamics of recovery**. (***A***) Network response to pairs of identical pure tones (50 ms duration, amplitude of 10 Hz, first tone presented at time '0') at the BF of column 8 with different interstimulus intervals, shown in time units of depression time constant. (***B***) The recovery dynamics for different input amplitudes. Presented is the ratio between the column responses to the second and first tone. (***C***) The recovery dynamics at column 8 for input pairs with frequencies corresponding to BFs of different columns.](fnins-01-197-g006){#F6}

Interestingly, the time course of recovery is similar for different input amplitudes (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B). This is due to the stereotypical nature of the *PS* in response to the masker-- once it occurs, it is largely independent of the stimulus that elicited it (Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]). This in turn leads to similar levels of depression among the synaptic connections of the ensemble, which results with similar recovery dynamics.

In contrast, the dynamics of recovery from forward suppression was strongly dependent on the frequency of the tone pips: the farther the frequency of the tone pips was from the BF of the column from which the activity is recorded, the longer was the delay of the recovery from suppression of the *PS* response to the second stimulus at that column (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C). The reason is that in this case, *PS*s are generated at a column corresponding to the stimulus frequency and then propagate to the recording site through intracortical connections. For the second *PS*, this propagation is suppressed both due to depressed intracolumnar connections and smaller *PS* amplitudes at the intermediate columns (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Recovery dynamics from forward masking depends on the intra-cortical pathway**. The response of the model to a masker with the frequency of column 4 (bottom panel) and the responses to probes with the same frequency at different inter-stimulus intervals (upper panels) are displayed. The delay in the recovery of the PS to the probes at column 8 depends on the recovery of the intracortical pathway that mediates the propagation of PS activity between columns 4 and 8. The ISI for a given pair of inputs is marked above each panel.](fnins-01-197-g007){#F7}

We, therefore, predict that receptive fields of A1 neurons dont recover uniformly from forward masking. Recovery occurs first at frequencies near the neurons\' BF and preferentially at higher amplitudes, followed by a progressive expansion of the receptive fields back to their original form. We illustrate this prediction in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. The FTC was measured using pairs of identical tone pips of 50 ms duration, separated by varying interstimulus-interval. The figure presents the FTC for the first and for the second stimuli. As can be observed, for short ISI the FTC in response to the second stimulus covered only a fraction of the FTC in response to the masker. The FTC in response to the second stimulus recovered with a time constant comparable to *τ*~rec~.

![**The receptive field of a column depends on the history of the inputs**. Pairs of identical pure tones were presented with different ISIs. FTCs for the second tone is computed as a minimal amplitude at which the second PS with the strength of 0.6 of the first one is emitted.](fnins-01-197-g008){#F8}

Forward masking depends also on the duration of the masker as shown by Brosch and Schreiner ([@B9]). They used maskers of varying frequency and sound level, and tested their effects on the responses to a near-threshold, short BF tone (a probe). Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}A shows the response of the model to the maskers of different frequencies and amplitudes. As found in experiments, when the probe was presented just after a masker of a short duration, a response to a masker induced a complete suppression of the response to the probe (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B). When the probe was presented with a long delay after the offset of a short masker, there was only minor suppression of the responses to the probe (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}C). Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}D shows the responses to the probe when the masker duration was selected such that the time from masker onset to probe onset was the same as in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}C, but the time from masker offset to probe onset was the same as in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B. If the response to the probe tones would be determined only by the time elapsed from masker onset, Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}D should have been identical to Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}C. Alternatively, if the response to the probe tones would be determined only by the silent interval between the masker and the probe, Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}D should have been identical to Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B. In fact, the results were intermediate: suppression was substantially larger than in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}C, but not as strong as in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B). These modeling results qualitatively match the experimental findings (cf. Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"} in Brosch and Schreiner, [@B9]). The model accounts for this pattern of responses as follows. The suppression of the *PS* response to the probe (see Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B) is due to the depressed state of the synaptic connections within column 8 resulting from the *PS* in response to a masker, and the recovery of the *PS* response to the probe in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}C is due to the recovery of these synaptic connections during the silent period between the masker and the probe. The long tone used in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}D causes an onset *PS* response, and this onset response is now followed by an increase of the asynchronous activity of the neurons within the ensemble (Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]). Maskers with frequencies that are closer to the BF of column 8 induce asynchronous activity high enough to maintain the depressed state of the synapses after the onset *PS* response (in response to the masker onset), preventing a subsequent *PS* (in response to the probe onset). In contrast, maskers with frequencies far from the BF of column 8 induce much less asynchronous activity, and the synapses of column 8 recovered enough to allow the generation of a *PS* in response to the probe.

![**Forward masking: dependency on the duration of the first stimulus**. (***A***) The responses of column 8 to short maskers with varying frequencies and amplitudes. Color code illustrates the average response during the input. (***B***) The responses of column 8 to a probe with the BF of column 8 (marked with a star in (A)), when presented shortly after a masker. The response is shown as a function of the frequency and amplitude of the preceding masker. (***C***) Response to the probe (as in (B)) for long silent interval between masker and probe. (***D***) Response to the probe (as in (B)) for a long masker. The stimulus configurations are schematically displayed on top of each panel.](fnins-01-197-g009){#F9}

Pairs of tones have also been used in a different way, to measure inhibitory sidebands of auditory neurons (Rotman et al., [@B42]; Shamma et al., [@B47]). In these experiments, the first tone pip of each pair had a varying frequency (similar to the masker at the previous section). The second tone pip, the probe, was presented at the neurons\' BF before or just after the offset of the masker, with amplitude close to threshold. It was observed that responses to the probe were generally present when the masker frequency was outside the FTC, and that the probe response was suppressed if the neuron responded to the masker. Interestingly, a response to the probe was sometimes partially or even fully suppressed when there was no response to the masker; this happened with masker frequencies just outside the FTC. This result was, at least in part, attributed to the effects of lateral inhibition between neurons with adjacent BF (Calford and Semple, [@B10]; Rotman et al., [@B42]; Wallace et al., [@B54]; Zhang et al., [@B59]). However, this view is inconsistent with the co-tuning of the excitatory and inhibitory receptive fields of A1 neurons (Wehr and Zador, [@B56]; Zhang et al., [@B59]), which suggest that other mechanisms may underlie lateral suppression (Fishbach et al., [@B23]).

In the model, lateral suppression emerges due to synaptic depression (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, we demonstrate that a *PS* response to the probe can be suppressed even when there was no *PS* response to the masker. This will occur when a masker, which is not in the receptive field of the column from which the activity is recorded, induces an increase in the asynchronous activity sufficient to prevent a *PS* response at the time of the probe.

![**Lateral suppression**. Responses of column 8 to overlapping tone pairs (schematically displayed at the bottom) as a function of the frequency of the first tone. The frequency of the second tone is fixed at the BF of column 8.](fnins-01-197-g010){#F10}

Hypersensitive locking suppression
----------------------------------

In hypersensitive locking suppression, the locking of auditory neurons to the amplitude envelope of slowly fluctuating noise is paradoxically suppressed by the addition of low-level tones. The suppression can occur even at tone levels that are sub-threshold, i.e. at levels that are insufficient to induce an onset spiking response when the tones are presented alone (Las et al., [@B32]; Nelken et al., [@B40]).

We have previously demonstrated that synaptic depression is a possible mechanism for locking suppression (Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]). Here, we simulated the modulated broad-band noise with a train of excitatory clicks to all columns simultaneously, with amplitude high enough to elicit full entrainment of the *PS* responses at each column. The addition of a sustained tonic stimulus resulted in an increase of the asynchronous activity of the neurons at the corresponding column, which in turn shifted the effective recurrent synaptic connectivity to a more depressed state, preventing subsequent recruitment of the network to emit *PS*s. The tone amplitude that is required for suppression depends on the connectivity profile of the thalamic inputs in the network. When the connectivity is uniform, full suppression is only achieved for tone amplitudes significantly higher than threshold for eliciting a *PS* response when presented alone (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A). The hypersensitive locking with sub-threshold tonic inputs can be achieved if the thalamic inputs preferentially target neurons with above-zero spontaneous rate (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B). Adding a sustained tone with the BF of column 8 fully suppressed the *PS* responses to subsequent phases of the noise, even though the tone amplitude was sub-*PS* threshold, i.e., it elicited no *PS* response when presented alone. Furthermore, in agreement with experimental findings, the effects of adding the tone were local to the responses of column 8, with little or no suppression of the responses of the other columns to the modulated noise (results not shown; see Rupp et al., [@B44]). We note, however, that the locking suppression in our model begins from the first cycle after the tone onset, and not from the second cycle as observed in (Las et al., [@B32]).

![**Hyper-sensitive locking suppression**. (***A***) Modulated noise was simulated by presenting clicks to all columns simultaneously so that all columns emitted one PS per click. Adding a sustained pure tone with the BF of column 8 and with a sub-PS threshold amplitude (middle panel) on top of the modulated noise lead to a gradual decrease in columns 8 responses following the tone onset (lower panel). (***B***) When the inputs (both the modulated noise and the sustained pure tone) were presented only to the spontaneously active neurons within the excitatory pool of each column, a complete suppression of the PSs responses to the clicks that followed the onset of the tone was observed.](fnins-01-197-g011){#F11}

Response to frequency modulated sweeps
--------------------------------------

Typically, the activity of A1 neurons is measured in response to FM sweeps that cover a large range of frequencies centered at the BF of the neuron whose activity is measured, and with an amplitude that is kept fixed during the sweep. The responses of A1 neurons are composed of short bursts of spikes, and depend on the specific parameters of the sweeps, such as their direction (up or down frequency trajectories) and velocity (Heil et al., [@B27]; Nelken and Versnel, [@B39]; Zhang et al., [@B59]). This dependency is already present at sub-cortical nuclei (Clopton and Winfield, [@B13]; Britt and Starr, [@B8]). Indeed, a feed-forward model of neural responses in A1 successfully account for these findings (Fishbach et al., [@B23]).

Here we focus on the additional feature of the responses of A1 neurons to FM sweeps: the linear relation between the sweep velocity and the latency to a neurons response (Heil et al., [@B27]; Nelken and Versnel, [@B39]). From this relation, it follows that the response occurs at a specific triggering frequency, which is independent of the sweep velocity. The triggering frequency falls within the neurons receptive fields, and is above BF for downward sweeps and below BF for upward sweeps. These observations suggest that the front of the propagation of the activity along A1 is temporally synchronized with the FM sweep that induces it, regardless of its velocity.

The model reproduces the above observations. The *PS* response at column 8 was observed before either upward or downward sweeps reached it, with a characteristic linear relation between the sweeps duration and the onset latency of the *PS* responses (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}A). Furthermore, by stimulating with FM sweeps of different amplitudes and computing the corresponding triggering frequencies, we obtained an effective tuning curve that it similar to the tuning curve of the responses to pure tone stimuli when the intercolumnar connections were removed (compare Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A with Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}B). This counter-intuitive result is accounted for as follows. When stimulated by isolated tones with frequencies that are far from the columns BF, the *PS* response requires the synchronization of the feed-forward input with the intracortical *PS*s from the neighbouring columns (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The FM sweeps desynchronize these inputs, with the *PS* response of the nearby columns occurring earlier along the sweep. Thus, an FM sweep effectively disconnects the intercolumnar connections, and a *PS* in the target column will occur only when the feed-forward input is strong enough to induce one on its own, which occurs at the same frequency along the sweep regardless of the its duration.

![**Response of the model to FM sweeps**. (***A***) Downward FM sweeps were composed of a series of clicks with a decreasing BF (the first and last clicks had the BF of columns 15 and 1, respectively), separated by constant interstimulus-intervals. The delay from sweep onset to the peak of the PS response at column 8 vs. sweep duration is shown for various values of δ~left~. (***B***) A series of upward and downward FM sweeps of 200 ms duration were presented to the model at various amplitudes. The effective tuning curve for the FM sweep (solid line) is compared to the one measured for pure tones (dashed line).](fnins-01-197-g012){#F12}

The prediction that the triggering frequency of FM sweeps is mainly determined by the feed-forward inputs from the auditory thalamus also suggests that comparing tuning curves of cortical neurons in response to FM sweeps and to isolated pure tones could be a way to outline the extent of the supra-threshold thalamic inputs into A1 at a given cortical site. This follows from the above prediction as it asserts that FM sweeps temporally dissociate the contribution of the thalamic inputs to the responses of A1 neurons from that of the lateral intracortical inputs they receive.

PS-based coding of complex sounds
---------------------------------

The constrained propagation of a *PS* signal along the model tonotopic map, and its sensitivity to the temporal characteristics of the stimuli, suggests a *PS*-based encoding scheme for transforming specific input patterns into temporally precise responses in A1. We illustrate this scheme in Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}, where the responses of the model to several streams of complex sounds are presented. Each sound induced a unique pattern of *PS* activity along the model tonotopic map. Furthermore, the responses of the model to the complex sounds cannot be inferred from the responses of the columns to their components (cf. Bar-Yosef et al., [@B5]; Rotman et al., [@B42]). For example, a given component will either succeed or fail to elicit a *PS* response at the corresponding columns, depending on the set of inputs that preceded it. A more subtle effect of the location of an input within the complex sound is on the spread of the evoked *PS* activity around the input\'s frequency, which is not always symmetric (as in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Illustration of PS-based encoding of complex sounds**. Different complex sounds elicit different unique PS activity patterns. The left panels represent the spectrogram of three different sounds (spectral components of the sounds that correspond to different columns are colorcoded); the right panels illustrates the resulting PS activity pattern. The white squares highlight one particular tone pip which was identical in (***B***) and (***C***) but evoked a PS response only in (***B***). In (***A***) and (***B***), the onset times and frequencies of the sound components were the same, but their duration and amplitudes were modified; in (***B***) and (***C***), the onset times, duration and amplitudes were the same, but the frequencies of the tone pips were modified.](fnins-01-197-g013){#F13}

Discussion
==========

In the current study we presented a neural network model of the primary auditory cortex (A1). The model is based on three key experimental observations: (i) A1 neurons tend to exhibit temporally locked onset responses to sounds (Phillips and Sark, [@B41]; Calford and Semple, [@B10]; DeWeese et al., [@B19]); (ii) neurons from the same anatomical column have similar response properties and share excitatory and inhibitory inputs (Chen and Jen, [@B11]; Dear et al., [@B15]; Kilgard and Merzenich, [@B31]; Wallace et al., [@B54]); and (iii) excitatory synaptic connections between A1 neurons exhibit short-term synaptic depression (Atzori et al., [@B4]; Berger and Markram, unpublished data). The main novel feature of the model is the introduction of depressing intracortical synaptic connections. The responses of the model to sensory stimuli consist of a combination of increased asynchronous activity interspaced with short epochs of synchronized firing in local ensembles of neurons, called PSs. The *PS*s emerge due to the recurrent connections in the local ensembles, and propagate along the model\'s tonotopic map via lateral connections in a stimulus-specific manner. This mechanism of synchronous firing of local neuronal groups is different from the Synfire model (Abeles, [@B2]), where neurons are arranged in uni-directionally connected layers that synchronize sequentially due to feed-forward input.

Our model accounts, in a unified manner, for a wide range of experimentally observed properties of A1 neurons (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). They include responses to pure tones under a large number of manipulations; the structure and timing of excitatory and inhibitory inputs to cortical neurons; the exquisite dependence of cortical responses on the times and frequencies of pairs of tones; the temporal structure of the responses to frequency-modulated tones; and hypersensitive locking suppression.

###### 

**A summary of the response characteristics of A1 neurons that the model reproduces**.

  Experimental observation                                                                                    References                                                                           Figure
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------
  Frequency tuning curves (FTC)                                                                               e.g., Kilgard and Merzenich ([@B31]), Schreiner et al. ([@B46])                      Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A
  Dependency of FTC bandwidth on intra-cortical connectivity                                                  Kaur et al. ([@B30])                                                                 Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A
  Dependency of FTC bandwidth and threshold at BF on cortical inhibition                                      Chen and Jen ([@B11]), Wang et al. ([@B55])                                          Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C
  Temporal ordering of inhibitory and excitatory cortical responses; co-tuning of excitation and inhibition   Wehr and Zador ([@B56]), Zhang et al. ([@B59]), Las et al. ([@B32])                  Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}
  Forward masking: recovery dynamics                                                                          Calford and Semple ([@B10]), Brosch and Schreiner ([@B9]), Wehr and Zador ([@B57])   Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}
  Forward masking: dependency on masker duration                                                              Brosch and Schreiner ([@B9])                                                         Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}
  'Lateral inhibition'                                                                                        e.g. Shamma et al. ([@B47]), Rotman et al. ([@B42])                                  Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}
  Hyper-sensitive locking suppression                                                                         Nelken et al. ([@B40]), Las et al. ([@B32])                                          Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}
  Linear relation between FM sweeps velocity and response latency                                             Heil et al. ([@B27]), Nelken and Versnel ([@B39])                                    Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}

The model suggests some new interpretations for a number of observations. The cortical well-locked onset responses are identified here with the *PS*s. Their short duration is accounted for by network dynamics rather than by the presence of quenching fast inhibition (as e.g., in Wehr and Zador, [@B56]). The precise matching between excitation and inhibition, with the constant short delay between them (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), is accounted for by the tight intra-columnar coupling between excitation and inhibition. Furthermore, inhibition does not participate in forward masking (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, as experimentally demonstrated in Wehr and Zador, [@B57]), and is not necessary for lateral suppression (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, as was already suggested in Fishbach et al., [@B23]). On the other hand, the model suggests that inhibition influences the threshold and tuning width of the cortical neurons (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C).

The model provides a new interpretation to the puzzling, highly reproducible finding that FM sweeps evoke spikes at a very precise instantaneous trigger frequency. This high precision can be traced from the auditory periphery all the way to cortical population responses measured by magnetoencephalography (Rupp et al., [@B43]). If one considers the strong non-linearities in the responses of A1 neurons and the temporal dispersion inherent in synaptic transmission, this observation appears to be surprising. The model suggests that when stimulated with an FM sweep, the cortical columns are effectively uncoupled. As a result, neurons respond preferably to their sensory input, resulting in the tight link between instantaneous frequency and the *PS* response. It is tempting to speculate that it is the *PS* responses that are reflected in the MEG responses, resulting in their apparent linear dependence on the stimulus.

A key feature of the model that enables it to account for the large diversity of experimental findings in a unified manner is the sensitive interplay between the asynchronous neural activity and the propensity of the ensemble to emit *PS*s, which emerges due to activity-dependent synaptic depression. We hypothesize that *PS*s and asynchronous activity represent two different modes of information coding in auditory cortex. Consistently with such interpretation, Nelken ([@B38]) hypothesized that the locked onset responses is a correlate of the onset of new auditory objects in the auditory scene. When such responses are absent, the sound would presumably be perceived as continuous, enabling the auditory system to assign to it properties such as pitch. Indeed, the disappearance of strongly locked responses (presumably corresponding to the *PS*s in the model) at rates above a few tens of Hz were interpreted as allowing the emergence of the perceptual quality of pitch of a continuous sound, thus determining the lower limit of pitch. On the other hand, the asynchronous component of the responses may encode different facets of the stimuli. For example the sustained responses to pure tones show strong stimulus-specific adaptation, even at interstimulus intervals that are longer than the time constant of synaptic depression (Lu et al., [@B34]), with frequency selectivity that is substantially better than the neuronal tuning curve.

The strong dependence of *PS*s on the spontaneous network activity means that modulation of the spontaneous spiking activity of neurons within an ensemble could represent a novel form of rapid and reversible modulation of cortical processing. Spontaneous activity, while a ubiquitous feature of cortical neurons, is usually considered as a nuisance as far as measuring sensory responses is concerned. However, in our model spontaneous activity participates in determining the emergence of the *PS*s in response to sensory stimuli (Loebel and Tsodyks, [@B33]). Dynamic shifts in the state of the synaptic connections in response to different patterns of spontaneous activity would result in effective re-wiring of the cortical network. This re-wiring would be reflected in differential responses of the ensemble to a particular sensory input, hence forming a complex of top-down and bottom-up interactions that shapes cortical activity. However, the re-wiring only last for as long as the spontaneous activity patterns persist, and may be modified on the time scale of synaptic depression. Such patterns of spontaneous activity could be induced by direct excitatory and inhibitory inputs from other brain regions, or by the local release of neuromodulators. Rapid modulation of neural responses has been recently reported at the A1 area of ferrets (Fritz et al., [@B24], [@B25]). It was shown that attending to a target sound induces rapid local modifications in the receptive fields of A1 neurons. In the majority of the neurons the receptive fields rapidly reverted back to their original form once the task ended (Fritz et al., [@B24], [@B25]). An alternative explanation for these observations is the modulation of the synaptic conductances of A1 neurons in the presence of neuromodulators (Soto et al., [@B48]).

The neural network model that we presented in this paper does not attempt to capture the auditory processing in its full details. In particular, we concentrated on the effects of intrinsic dynamics of recurrent cortical circuits on the responses of auditory neurons. We, therefore, neglected to a large degree the complex transformations that the auditory inputs undergo in subcortical structures. Instead, we emphasized relatively simple stimulus configurations in which more faithful description of the thalamic input would probably not change the qualitative aspects of the results. It remains a challenge for the future work to build a more realistic model where both aspects of processing are fully accounted for.
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